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The Panama Canal revolutionized commerce, inspired medical innovation, and redefined
the global politics of the 20th century. Our school’s curriculum largely ignored its construction
by subsuming its tragic history under the title of American triumph, so we made it our project to
expose this lesser-known history. Our initial fascination lay in the Canal’s grandeur; our research
revealed its immeasurable cost. We were attracted by the span of its impact on medicine and
global trade, but we were enthralled when we learned of the particulars of the truth behind this
architectural triumph. We focused our project on the delayed benefits that came to Panama from
the Canal: while it contained the potential for worldwide gain upon completion in 1914, nearly a
century passed before universal triumph (to Panama and to the world) began to emerge from the
shadow of American imperialism.
Because of our limited background knowledge, we began with broad research. We used
the San Diego Public Library to find books such as The Canal Builders by Julie Greene, a lucid
history of labor on the Panama Canal. Then, we sought secondary sources–articles and journal
entries–from databases such as Britannica ImageQuest and Gale World History in Context. As
we dove into primary sources, we discovered myriad disparate perspectives and were challenged
to narrow our focus. Our favorite source was an interview with Joanie McCoy, a third-generation
occupant of the Canal Zone who further elucidated the complexity of its history by sharing
family memories and political opinions. After the first stages of research, our group had
uncovered unique perspectives that became the six foci of our project: the economic, political,
and technological triumphs and tragedies of the Canal.
The construction of this exhibit required fewer hands but no less creative skill than did
the Panama Canal. About four weeks before the competition, we purchased supplies and began
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construction. It took one week to paint the boards, drill holes for the hinges, and cut the roof.
Then, we raised the text and images on sheets of Plexiglass to emphasize the large physical map
of Panama in the background. We hoped to use the visual impact of an exhibit to gain the
viewer’s sympathy–words are powerful, but photos of working conditions and sharp political
cartoons capture the full sweep of this century-long saga. We also made a few changes for the
state competition, as we added a mini-documentary and a timeline with special lighting.
The best historiography approximates truth; the worst obfuscates it. Our project strives to
tie together disparate strands of the Panama Canal’s history and recognizes the tragedy that
accompanied technical triumph. The Canal represented the intersection of heroism and
immorality, of opportunism and vulnerability, and of triumph and tragedy. It stands today as a
symbol–not of American superiority, but of the true costs and benefits of awe-inspiring industrial
development.
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